
Mike Geary's Truth About Abs has been a best seller for many years but people still question if it is 
good or not.  A http://healthavenger.com/truth-about-abs-review [Truth About Abs review __title__ 
Truth About Abs review] has been released to examine the findings on Mike Geary’s program and 
reveals whether this program really works.

This program offers examples of every recommended exercise, charts of example diet plans, exact 
steps to live healthy, 3 bonuses including audios, workouts, DVD and more. The reason that this is 
the top selling fat loss book on the Internet is because people won’t have to do boring cardio, there 
are no diet pills to buy, and the program shows them the best way to eat right and try out exercises 
that target the abs and help burn body fat. The program includes information such as additional lean 
body tips, the metabolic effect of training, frequency and duration of training sessions, lean body 
mass and metabolic rate, etc.

http://healthavenger.com/go/truthaboutabs/ 

A Truth About Abs review shows that neither is the program designed to help people lose fat overnight 
nor it is a magic pill. With Mike’s proven techniques, people will see progress and get there…with 
dedication and work. Mike has created a program around what almost everyone wants-flat abs.  
People can get rid of that pot belly and look better. If they don’t get a flatter stomach or for any reason 
at all, if they don’t like it, they can just email and get a full refund-no questions asked.

A reviewer from HealthAvenger.com  says, “The Truth About Abs is a well done nutrition and workout 
program that provides you the information plus bonuses to help you lose weight and get flat abs.  It 
doesn’t have flashy whiz bang graphics and extreme tactics just solid core tips and tricks.  There is a 
reason that it is the top selling fat loss program on the Internet…it gets people real results. We 
recommend it.” 

[To get instant access to the program or to get more information about it one should go to the official 
website here. 

To access a comprehensive Truth About Abs review, visit http://healthavenger.com/truth-about-abs-
review
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